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The McClure Law Group is a practice rooted in compassion. The firm’s founder, Kelly McClure, is deeply grounded
with more than 25 years of experience as a family-law attorney. McClure holds the prestigious Family Law Board
Certification with the Texas Board of Legal Specialization,
a distinction granted only to those attorneys who meet
high standards of education, experience, and a rigorous examination. McClure Law Group‘s expert team of attorneys
and legal professionals work tirelessly to design favorable
resolutions for each client’s divorce, pre- and post-marital
agreements, and custody disputes. McClure Law Group’s
highest concern is to preserve important family relationships while protecting assets that are too often depleted in
high-conflict battles.
McClure began her career in tax law, building a knowledge base in tax codes and requirements. As McClure
took on pro bono cases with victims of domestic violence,
the rewarding work inspired the transition of her practice
to specialize in family law. High-net-worth clients with
complex property- and asset-division cases—prominent
executives, professional athletes, celebrities, and stay-athome parents—find McClure’s financial acumen an invaluable complement to the firm’s decisive and efficient
practice style.
McClure is a leading advocate of the Collaborative Law
movement, a resolution process that can limit the financial and emotional burdens litigation brings. Clients who
choose Collaborative Law benefit from McClure’s credentialed expertise and a team of skilled professionals who
apply interest-based negotiation to efficiently restructure
family relationships and negotiate fair property division.
When a client feels collaboration is not a viable option,
McClure is a force to be reckoned with in the courtroom,
armed with leading-edge technology, asset tracing, sophisticated trial strategy, and experience to passionately fight
for the client’s best outcome.
McClure has been recognized as a Best Family Lawyer in
Dallas by D Magazine eight times and as a Texas Super Lawyer by Law & Politics nine times. Additional honors include
Top 50 Female Super Lawyers by Law & Politics Media,
Modern Luxury magazine’s Most Dynamic Women in Dallas, and the Best Women Lawyers in Dallas by D Magazine.
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McClure Law Group
Highland Park:
8115 Preston Road, Suite 270
Dallas, Texas 75225
214.692.8200

Collin County:
by appointment only
972.516.3850
mcclure-lawgroup.com

